A novel method for determining articular cartilage chondrocyte mechanics in vivo.
Work relating the mechanical states of articular cartilage chondrocytes to their biosynthetic responses is based on measurements in isolated cells or cells in explant samples removed from their natural in situ environment. Neither the mechanics nor the associated biological responses of chondrocytes have ever been studied in cartilage within a joint of a live animal, and no such measurements have ever been performed using physiologically relevant joint loading through muscular contractions. The purpose of this study was to design and apply a method to study the mechanics of chondrocytes in the exposed but fully intact knee of live animals, which was loaded near-physiologically through muscular contraction. In order to achieve this purpose, we developed an accurate and reliable method based on two-photon laser excitation microscopy. Near-physiological knee joint loading was achieved through controlled electrical activation of the knee extensor muscles that compress the articulating surfaces of the femur, tibia and patella. Accuracy of the system was assessed by inserting micro-beads of known dimensions into the articular cartilage of the mouse knee and comparing the measured volumes and diameters in the principal directions with known values of the beads. Accuracy was best in the plane perpendicular to the optical axis (average error = 1%) while it was slightly worse, but still excellent, along the optical axis (average error = 3%). Reliability of cell volume and shape measurements was 0.5% on average, and 2.9% in the worst-case-scenario. Pilot measurements of chondrocyte deformations upon sub-maximal muscular loading causing a mean articular contact pressure of 1.9 ± 0.2 MPa showed an "instantaneous" decrease in cell height (17 ± 4.5%) and loss of cell volume (22.3 ± 2.4%) that took minutes to recover upon deactivation of the knee extensor muscles.